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Ten minutes with James Mountford, Chief of Quality and 
Learning, NHS Nightingale Hospital London

10 minutes with…

   

FirST aNd ForeMoST, are THere aNy key LeaderSHip 
MeSSageS you waNT To geT ouT To our readerSHip?
When a crisis like this happens, it changes the style of leader-
ship that is called for. We need command and control leadership 
mixed with extreme clarity, kindness and compassion.

It’s also really critical to make sure the right hand knows what 
the left hand is doing. The temptation is to rush into action, 
but it’s important to pause first, to define the problem better, 
to figure out who might have a better solution for it—or may 
already be solving it—and to communicate the plan well, while 
appreciating that no plan survives contact with reality.

So this is not the time for ‘heroic’ leaders. At NHS Nightingale 
London, where I have been seconded to lead the Quality and 
Learning function, we are developing a philosophy of ‘peloton 
leadership’, meaning that we all need to take turns leading at the 
front, while other leaders get a chance to catch their breath and 
get ready for their next push. We feel really strongly that lead-
ership from the whole team is essential, and that ‘heroic leader-
ship’ would lead to burnout and possibly worse.

TeLL uS a LiTTLe abouT your LeaderSHip roLe aNd 
How iT iS CHaNgiNg aS a reSuLT oF THe paNdeMiC?
Until Nightingale, as Director of Quality at the Royal Free 
London, my role focused on building a system of contin-
uous improvement and learning into daily work—clinical and 

non- clinical. On the one hand the COVID-19 pandemic has 
stopped that kind of programme—our workshops, formal 
teaching, and many improvement projects have all had to stop. 
On the other hand, what lies at the heart of what we are trying 
to achieve through this work is helping people—to define what 
matters, to shape how they perceive things, and to learn best 
from experience. This way of thinking and working is exactly 
what we need in order to respond to the pandemic.

At Royal Free London, the improvement team has responded 
to COVID-19 in a range of ways. Clinically trained people have 
gone back to clinical duties, while other team members have set 
up an incident response centre, the role of which has evolved 
rapidly—supporting both staff and the public. Our first priority 
was to provide a single point of contact initially that staff could 
turn to for support, but we then developed a single point of 
contact for the public too, as the hospital has been contacted 
by lots of people wanting to donate food, their time, or other 
resources to the Trust. Our second priority has been to do more 
about staff welfare. We had been running a collaborative across 
15 teams to improve ‘Joy in Work’. Of course, the title seems 
off- base now, but the core of the work, which is about caring 
for colleagues, understanding what matters most to them, and 
whenever possible doing more of that, is more important than 
ever.

On 25 March I was seconded to the London Nightingale 
Hospital to lead on embedding continuous learning into the way 
the hospital works. Most people will know this has involved 
turning a massive conference centre into a hospital with up to 
4000 beds. It opened to patients 2 weeks after initial planning. 
Achieving that required leaders to show extraordinary consis-
tency, visibility and focus—to an extent that I’d never experi-
enced before. As a leader it has been astonishing to witness and 
to be part of. Much of the success so far is due to the collabo-
ration with the military, whose leadership approach to clarity of 
task, clarity of mission, delegation of responsibility, execution 
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and compassion is impressive to see. There is much learning I 
will bring to my future work from what I’ve seen the military 
do here.

My team’s role has been to define a model of continuous 
learning that will sit in the heart of Nightingale’s operational 
model, alongside more traditional reporting and incident 
management. Learning from what staff see and experience 
during their shifts will be rapidly worked into our protocols. 
We have two mantras; first, to get the best information possible 
to caregivers while doing nothing to make their lives harder; 
second, to really look after staff, so they can look after the 
patients. For example: ensuring that at induction staff learn 
about the challenges of communicating while wearing PPE; that 
staff have a range of options (from an informal ‘chat’ to much 
deeper psychological support) available to them to bolster their 
well- being; that staff know the feedback and ideas they give are 
heard and where possible enacted.

We will make errors and false starts of course, but our ethos 
and mechanisms for learning will help us quickly find and embed 
solutions that work.

wHaT eveNTS iN your paST experieNCe are MoST 
iNForMiNg your LeaderSHip iN THiS paNdeMiC?
I have been really lucky to have had a number of chapters in 
my career which all feel relevant to what I’m now doing: clin-
ical trainee, management consultant, roles at UCLPartners and 
the Royal Free as well as a Health Foundation Harkness fellow-
ship at the IHI and Mass General Hospital in Boston. I’ve seen 
outstanding clinical and system leaders in action, who have 
taught me things like the importance of taking time—especially 
in a crisis—to clarify the exact nature of the problem and the 
goal, what the solutions could be and who holds the key to those 
solutions.

The different phases of my career have all given me experi-
ences and relationships which are incredibly useful to draw on in 
gathering expertise, building a team, and connecting with other 
hospital and health system leaders in the USA and other parts of 
the UK. Drawing on these pre- existing relationships of trust, and 
rapidly forming new ones, is crucial to me now. I have found 
there is no more valuable time than now to sit and have a cup 
of tea with a colleague and hear about what brought them to 
Nightingale, what they are excited by (and scared of) and where 
they see themselves fitting into the overall picture.

And to add: it’s actually also helpful to be the husband of a 
working surgeon and a father of two children. That anchors me, 
and puts a boundary around the Nightingale work which allows 
me to recharge. Without something to force boundaries, some-
thing like Nightingale could become all- consuming.

wHaT are you FiNdiNg THe biggeST CHaLLeNgeS?
They are legion. Treating a new disease where there is great 
uncertainty about its course and how to treat it would be the 
first—it feels as if almost every day we know more than we did a 
couple of weeks earlier about the natural history and treatment 
responsiveness of COVID-19. Next, staff are at risk of becoming 
sick themselves and needing to isolate, so we need to flex to 
people being unable to work on site, or at all. Beyond those 
two, which are ‘COVID- specific’, I’d highlight the challenges 
from plans needing constant revision; the effort of coordina-
tion; and the work inherent in trying to find simplicity in great 
complexity. And in all this knowing we have been racing against 
time to open to serve London and understanding the trade- offs 
that working at such pace necessarily entailed—none of us feel 

comfortable with these, but we know these trade- offs needed to 
be made. As a team, we have made sure we take the time to think 
clearly about what our key tasks are for each day, doing them, 
then reflecting and learning. These are the right things to do but 
are still challenging. Our daily clinical/operations forum, and the 
fact that all the clinical and ops teams now sit—appropriately 
socially distanced—in the same very large room provides a solu-
tion/defence against this.

aNy parTiCuLar SurpriSeS?
How quickly everyone at Nightingale has ‘teamed’ around this 
model—of building learning and improvement into the operating 
model. This does not feel normal compared to life in the NHS I 
knew. We are truly ‘one team’. The pace we can move at is linked 
to the context and nature of the task and the people—and also 
the ‘greenfield’ context at Nightingale, with no existing practices 
to ‘unlearn’ or ‘displace’. We test, learn, measure and retest on a 
daily basis as a central feature of the operating model, in a highly 
inclusive way. In some ways we are relieving the burden of devel-
oping ideas and cycles of change from the caregivers by building 
a model which takes their insights and tests them as routine. We 
constantly say: ‘What we know is that we don’t have it right; our 
goal is to make tomorrow better than today.’

are you SeeiNg aNy beHaviourS FroM CoLLeagueS 
THaT eNCourage or iNSpire you?
All the time! Every day, there are so many people giving their 
energy, attention, and help when asked. No one says ‘we can’t 
do that’; people are responding. Colleagues from the military, 
construction teams, St John Ambulance, security, clinicians, the 
wider NHS—everyone has been getting stuck in as ‘one team’.

How are you MaiNTaiNiNg kiNdNeSS aNd CoMpaSSioN 
aCroSS your TeaM?
Nightingale’s executive leadership is relentless about the need to 
look after oneself and build an ethos of ‘one team’ across Night-
ingale as a whole. So, for my team, this is, primarily, my respon-
sibility. And I can’t do it if I’m not looking after myself or role 
modelling that. At each daily team meeting, team welfare is the 
one thing I never fail to emphasise. For each and every one of us, 
looking after ourselves and each other is not ‘selfish’ or a ‘nice 
to have’. It is mission- critical for Nightingale. Especially in the 
pressured environment in which we are working, we must build 
a system which protects people from burnout—and transmission 
of a highly contagious disease. We cannot put the ‘blame’ for 
burnout on individuals.

For me personally this means two things, principally: I work 
from home two days a week as a main child- carer; and I trust 
and enable my deputies. I ‘advertise’ that every decision they 
make and everything they say has my support. This requires, 
of course, that I trust them absolutely and that we are tightly 
aligned on purpose and priorities—and check in very frequently. 
(WhatsApp is a wonder, but a 10 min phone call morning and 
evening even better.)

are THere aNy ideaS or readiNgS THaT you FiNd 
HeLpFuL For iNSpiraTioN aNd SupporT THaT you 
wouLd reCoMMeNd To oTHerS?
I’d encourage people to consider a recent blog by Suzie Bailey 
and Michael West at the King’s Fund1: it beautifully encapsulates 
why compassionate leadership matters even more in a crisis. It 
describes how autonomy and control, a sense of purpose and 
belonging, and ‘competence’ are essential for success. By the 
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latter they mean it is the organisation’s responsibility to ensure 
staff refresh and reflect, to be able to work effectively—‘a satu-
rated sponge is unable to take on more water’.1 They also look 
ahead to what might be usefully taken from our crisis response 
when the system resets to a new, and better ‘normal’.

wHaT are you LookiNg For FroM your LeaderS?
Nothing beyond the above—though not to underestimate it. 
They need to have clarity of purpose, to look after themselves 
and to become kinder to others (and themselves) as the tempera-
ture and pressure rise. They need to be clear about the important 
uncertainties (what they don’t know), and to enable others to 
reduce this uncertainty.
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